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Description: Published monthly since 1990, China Economic Review is the premier English-language China business magazine, offering unparalleled insight on China business news and information.

The Review is read by high-profile, high net-worth decision makers doing business with China, because it has developed a reputation for delivering authoritative, objective and respected commentary and analysis on China economic news and trends.

The premier China focused business magazine, offering China business analysis in rare detail. Subscribe to this independent and insightful magazine today with full online access.

Contents: Sample recent headlines:

Chinese internet giant Tencent Holdings (0700.HKG) saw its market value top US$100 billion this week, nearing Facebook's (FB.NASDAQ) market capitalization of US$103.5 billion, The Wall Street Journal reported. Tencent's voice-messaging application WeChat, ubiquitous among Chinese smartphone users, has 236 million active users, according to the company.

China slaps tariffs on US solar panel materials
China is set to impose tariffs on Friday on imports of US materials used to build solar panels, The Wall Street Journal reported. The 6.5% tariff was far lower than expected with China's Commerce Ministry saying in July that the tariffs could reach up to 57%.

China Unicom takes 100,000 new iPhone orders
China Unicom (CHU.NYSE, 0762.HKG) announced that it has taken reservations for over 100,000 units of Apple's (AAPL.NASDAQ) iPhone 5C and 5S models in the week since the products' debut, Bloomberg reported.

Are Chinese companies sitting on the next debt crisis?
Corporate leveraging

Danone responds to China bribery allegations
Chinese state television aired bribery allegations against Dumex, French food company Danone's (BN.EPA) baby food brand, prompting a quick response from Danone on Monday stating it would investigate the claims immediately, Financial Times reported. The CCTV report quoted a former Dumex sales manager in the city of Tianjin claiming the company pays hundreds of thousands of renmi.

China opens door to six foreign hedge funds
Chinese regulators have approved a trial program in Shanghai to allow foreign hedge funds to raise yuan from domestic institutions for foreign investment, The Wall Street Journal reported. Each hedge fund will be allowed to accumulate up to US$50 million worth of yuan in China.

China earmarks $13b on 2013 energy development
China plans to spend US$13.07 billion on oil and gas exploration this year in order to secure future supply, Reuters reported, citing state media on Sunday. Oil and gas investment in China has risen from US$3.1 billion in 2002 to US$11 billion in 2011, the official Xinhua news agency said. More than 5 billion tons of petroleum reserves and 2.6 trillion cubic meters of natural gas were discovered between 2008 and 2011.

Date set for Shanghai free trade zone opening
Chinese Premier Li Keqiang will preside over the opening ceremony of the Shanghai free trade zone on September 29, Bloomberg reported, citing Shanghai Daily. The zone is expected to allow for freer yuan convertibility, liberalized interest rates and relaxed restrictions on foreign investment.

China reins in popular microbloggers
The Chinese government is clamping down on prominent microbloggers who have been critical of the state,
often for unrelated charges, Bloomberg reported. China's top court issued an interpretation last week saying Web users could face jail time if defamatory rumors they put online are read by more than 5,000 people or reposted more than 500 times.

China investigates Bayer for alleged wrongdoings
German drugmaker Bayer (BAYN.ETR) said it is under investigation by the Chinese government as part of a deeper dig into a kickback scandal, The Wall Street Journal reported. A representative of China's State Administration for Industry and Commerce visited a Bayer office in China at the end of last month, investigating a potential case of unfair competition, a Bayer spokeswoman said.

Stranded Chinese cruise passengers to disembark
Chinese passengers on board a detained cruise ship in South Korea began leaving the craft on Sunday amid a legal dispute that prevented the boat from departing late last week, The Wall Street Journal reported. Over 2,300 passengers and crew members have been stranded on the ship docked at the Korean island of Jeju.

UnionPay just woke up to China's e-payment bonanza
Money online
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